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Pharmacodynamics Perspectives
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Abstract

Phage therapy uses bacterial viruses (bacteriophages) to infect and kill targeted pathogens. Approximately one
decade ago, I started publishing on how possibly to improve upon phage therapy experimentation, practice, and
reporting. Here, I gather and expand upon some of those suggestions. The issues emphasized are (1) that using
ratios of antibacterial agents to bacteria is not how dosing is accomplished in the real world, (2) that it can be
helpful to not ignore Poisson distributions as a means of either anticipating or characterizing phage therapy
success, and (3) how to calculate a concept of ‘inundative phage densities.’ Together, these are issues of phage
therapy pharmacodynamics, meaning they are ways of thinking about the potential for phage therapy treatments
to be efficacious mostly independent of the details of delivery of phages to targeted bacteria. Much emphasis is
placed on working with Poisson distributions to better align phage therapy with other antimicrobial treatments.
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Introduction

‘‘.the student of phage should be familiar with the Poisson
distribution.’’ Mark H. Adams,1 p. 30 (1959)

B iological control is the use of organisms or products
of organisms to reduce numbers of nuisance organisms.2

One form of biological control involves the application of
viruses that target microorganisms.3 By far the most com-
mon form of virus-mediated biological control of microorgan-
isms involves the use of bacterial viruses (bacteriophages or
phages) to target bacteria,4–7 and a specific form of such phage-
mediated biocontrol of bacteria is described as phage therapy.8

This is the application of phages to bodies to treat bacterial
infections of those bodies, which is a 100-year-old technology

that is being increasingly used clinically.9,10 Products of phages
that can be used for biological control purposes also exist, so-
called enzybiotics,11,12 but are not the emphasis here.

For the past two decades, collaborators and I have been
contributing to the phage-mediated biocontrol/phage ther-
apy literature, starting with Gill and Abedon13 and Goodridge
and Abedon,14 plus I edited one of the first journal special
issues or sections emphasizing phage therapy.15 Since then,
I have focused on phage therapy pharmacology16–20 and
particularly pharmacodynamics.9,17,21–23 For the latter, what
I have considered especially is the theoretical potential for
treatment phages to eradicate bacteria once those phages
have reached those bacteria in situ.

As part of these efforts, I have published a number of
articles and chapters critiquing various approaches that have
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been used to both report and research phage therapy,23–28

plus see the appendix of Abedon,29 as well as a companion
perspective found also in the current issue (pp. 95–97).

Here, I present a deeper exploration of a subset of these
various topics, particularly to throw further light on how
to improve phage therapy experimentation, practice, and
reporting. Emphasized in particular are the concepts of mul-
tiplicity of infection (MOI; see after the heading, ‘‘No to
dosing just using ratios’’), Poisson distributions (see after the
heading, ‘‘Poisson distributions can be your friends’’), and
what I call ‘‘Inundative phage densities’’ (IPDs). An MOI is
the ratio of phages to bacteria, though these ratios are typi-
cally defined by different authors in different ways.

The Poisson distribution is a statistical construct that
describes discrete interactions between two entities, such as
phages adsorbing to bacteria. These distributions are similar
to the familiar normal distribution but are different in that
they do not encompass negative values. Described based on
Poisson distributions instead are the fraction of instances of
zero (e.g., bacteria with no phages adsorbed), one (e.g.,
bacteria with one phage adsorbed), two (e.g., bacteria with
two phages adsorbed), etc. Greatly simplifying calculations,
here focus is on the zero instance and how this fraction of
bacteria with zero phages adsorbed can be easily calculated
or predicted based on MOI information.

The IPD, in turn, describes what phage titer should be
required to reduce a bacterial population by a set amount
over a defined interval of time and is determined using
this Poisson-distribution zero instance (fraction of bacte-
ria with no phages adsorbed). For example, at least 7.7 ·
107 phages/mL may be required to achieve a five-log
reduction in numbers of unadsorbed bacteria over the course
of 1 h, or at least 6.1 · 107 phages/mL to achieve a four-log
reduction over the same interval, and so on.

No to Dosing Using Just Ratios

Application of antimicrobial agents generally takes into
account the traditional pharmacodynamics concern of kill-
ing targeted microbes (primary pharmacodynamics) while
avoiding harming everything else (secondary pharmacody-
namics). This often is stated in terms of the concept of a
therapeutic window, index, or ratio. That is, there is a need to
keep antimicrobials as found in situ above minimum effec-
tive levels (ideally the lower number) while below minimal
harmful levels (ideally the higher number), with the ther-
apeutic window spanning the difference. In either case,
‘‘levels’’ are in concentration units.

Since these concentrations are as found in bodies, the
dosing of drugs often is accomplished in per-kilogram body
weight units. That measure can be less relevant, however, to
the extent that drugs become neither systemic in their dis-
tribution nor substantially diluted on dosing. For example are
topical-only applications, in which case it is drug concen-
trations within formulated products along with what amounts
have been applied that are of primary importance.

Alternatively, it is difficult to imagine a physician count-
ing, before treatment with an antibiotic, all of the to-be-
treated bacteria infecting a body, or a janitor counting all of
the to-be-eradicated microbes such as found on a schoolroom
floor before mopping with a disinfectant, or a food processing
plant counting the numbers of to-be-eliminated individual

cells of a bacterial pathogen contaminating a ready-to-eat
salad before processing. Indeed, as stated by Chang et al.,30

‘‘In clinical settings, the actual bacterial load of an infection
is almost impossible to determine.’’ And yet, one often sees
in the preclinical phage therapy literature dosing that is
accomplished primarily in phages-per-targeted-bacterium
units, that is, so-called MOIs.24–26,31 Why is this?

Ratio-based approaches to dosing seem to have snuck into
the phage therapy literature at some point in the past few
decades and subsequently copied ad nauseam. Use of MOIs
can make sense when studying the biology of phages, where
it is useful to appreciate how many phages are infecting in-
dividual bacteria, but it is non-sensical to imagine that similar
precision would be needed or would even be possible in terms
of the real-world implementation of phage therapy or phage-
mediated biocontrol of bacteria (previous paragraph).

Indeed, this is simply not how phage dosing has generally
been undertaken for phage therapy in the clinic nor, for
example, how phages should be applied to foods such as to
remove contaminating Listeria.29,32–34 Calculating MOIs in
phage therapy, versus basing dosing on solely MOIs, none-
theless can be useful, as I consider after two subsequent headings,
‘‘Poisson distributions can be your friends’’ and ‘‘Inundative
phage densities.’’ In the following six sections I discuss a number
of issues that can result from the use of MOIs—along with other
ratios besides per kilogram body weight—for phage dosing.
A summary of some of these issues is shown in Figure 1.

Phage titers should be explicitly described

In too many phage therapy or phage-mediated biocontrol
publications, there is no explicit mention of phage titers; for
review of a sample of these, see the appendix of Ref.29 Those
publications instead use only MOIs or other non-per kilogram
of body weight ratios to describe dosing. At a minimum,
however, phage dosing should be specified in terms of (1)
phage titers as found in applied formulations (or at least for
non-topical use total numbers of phages or numbers of phages
applied per unit mass body weight), (2) volumes of doses
(or in some cases grams), and, if more than one treatment
phage is used,23 then (3) the individual dosed titers of each of

FIG. 1. A summary of some of the issues that can be
associated with use of MOIs, or ratios more generally,
to describe dosing for phage therapy. MOI, multiplicity of
infection.
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the phages applied.25,26 Important as well is (4) reporting
numbers of doses and then, in many cases, (5) some sort of
estimation or possibly even measurement of what phage
concentrations are achieved in situ after dosing.

The latter (5) is because except for especially topical phage
application, phages are expected to be diluted upon entrance
into bodies or environments.26 Dosing with, for example, 109

plaque-forming units (PFUs) orally35 thus, and for a diversity
of reasons, does not mean that you will end up at least initially
with 109 PFUs/mL in the intestinal lumen. Alternatively,
dosing with 109 PFUs/mL locally, such as to a wound,36–38

could very well result in roughly 109 PFUs/mL being present,
also at least initially.

In any case, the initial phage titer within a body or envi-
ronment will be the number of phages applied divided by
whatever is the volume that is then directly accessible to
those phages. As we will see, this in situ phage titer can be
highly relevant toward understanding the potential for phage
treatments to be efficacious. Crucially, though, it is hard to
imagine circumstances in which at least an approximation
of this measure, of initial in situ phage titers, would not be
available if MOI also can be precisely defined.

Thus, if at all possible, phage dosing should always be
explicitly presented as titers—even if MOIs are also being
provided, even if with greater prominence—and if possible
phage titers after dosing should be described as well, or at
least estimated.

Related to the problem of not describing dosing explic-
itly in terms of phage titers, in some cases authors seem to
ambiguously describe the number of bacteria that phages
have been applied to.25,28 This number, however, is the
denominator in most MOI calculations, resulting, as a con-
sequence, in an inability for readers to estimate what phage
titers have been used based on MOI information if titer
information is not also explicitly supplied.

For example, was it the number of bacteria present at the
point of bacterial challenge that has been used? Is it instead
the number of bacteria that were supplied to initiate the for-
mation of biofilms? Or is it the number of bacteria determined
to be present at the point of phage application? If the latter,
then how was that number of bacteria determined? I often
find myself asking these questions as I attempt to reverse
calculate what phage titers have been used in experiments.

Tell us what you mean by MOI

Another issue is just what MOI even means. This problem,
I believe, stems in part from when the concept of MOI was
first used, a time when phage adsorption and phage infection
were only vaguely distinguishable concepts.39 The problem
with ‘‘infection’’ is that it can mean different things to dif-
ferent people. For instance, I prefer to define infection as the
point at which phage nucleic acid has entered into the bac-
terial cytoplasm, though it is possible that I am in a minority
there. Others clearly do not distinguish phage infection from
phage adsorption, or at least do not do so consistently
(I probably am guilty of that as well).

Yet others do not seem to distinguish, at least in their prose,
phage infection of individual bacteria (however infection
there may be defined) from phage infection of bacterial cul-
tures. Thus, ‘‘MOI’’ seems to have diverged over time from
what ought to originally have been a multiplicity of adsorbed

phages to adsorbable bacteria, as was its original meaning—
from Benzer et al., ‘‘.the ratio of adsorbed phage particles to
bacteria in the culture is named multiplicity of infection,’’40

p. 113, emphasis theirs—to instead a multiplicity of phage
addition (or input) to a culture.41

Thus, consider this second quotation from Benzer et al.,40

from 1950, p. 114, which not only reemphasizes the central role
of adsorption in determining MOIs but also indicates that the
extent of phage adsorption after application can be uncertain:

Infection is brought about by mixing a suspension of a known
number of bacteria with a suspension of a known number of
phages. The proportion of these two numbers determines
roughly the multiplicity of infection. Since adsorption of
phages is never 100%, the actual multiplicity has to be de-
termined for each experiment, for instance by comparison of
the plaque count after adsorption with the total virus input.

(for a modern perspective on ‘‘is never 100%,’’ see Storms
and Sauvageau42). Now compare that with this from Kasman
et al.,41 from more than 50 years later, p. 5558:

.we propose that the term MOI with regard to bacteriophage
be further refined so that MOIinput indicates MOI in its traditional
sense, i.e., the simple ratio of input phage to input cells. The
designation MOIactual would indicate the number of phage calcu-
lated to be bound per host cell at the end of the adsorption period.

Though MOIactual was the original definition of MOI, it
is instead MOIinput that one often sees or at least seems to see
in modern phage therapy publications. Both MOIactual and
MOIinput can be useful measures, however, but in different
ways, as considered next. Hence, there can be utility to not
confusing the two concepts.

Are phages adsorbing at reasonable rates?

As noted in the second quotation from Benzer et al., ac-
curate determinations of MOIactual are dependent to a large
extent on how effectively phages are adsorbing. In particular,
if few phages are adsorbing of those added, then MOIactual

will tend to be somewhat smaller than MOIinput. For many,
the key parameter governing these phage adsorption rates is
probably thought to be the adsorption rate constant,43 as well
as concentrations of targeted bacteria.

Although those certainly can be quite relevant, nevertheless
and as this section considers, there in fact can be other factors
underlying whether phages are adsorbing at reasonable rates,
particularly within a phage therapy context, and these other
factors in many cases can be far more relevant in establishing an
MOIactual. This is rather than what can be relatively minor
adsorption-rate-constant differences as may be seen between
different types of phages, or whether there are sufficient num-
bers of bacteria around. Both of these would have been the
primary concerns leading to the earlier statement by Benzer
et al. (‘‘is never 100%’’), but they can be of somewhat lesser
concern for phage therapy and especially during phage-
mediated biocontrol of bacteria such as when treating foods.

For instance, MOIactual, from the perspective of the bac-
teria being adsorbed, is ‘‘actually’’ a function of especially
both time (t) and phage titers (P).25,44,45 It is an important
function also of concentrations of bacteria (N), but only if
bacteria are sufficiently prevalent that adsorptions can sub-
stantially reduce numbers of potentially adsorbing free pha-
ges. This is rather than MOIactual being substantially a
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function of bacterial and phage densities, as tends to be true
only when bacterial densities are fairly high.

Thus, although ‘‘traditionally’’ MOIinput has been defined
as the ratio of numbers of added phages to receiving bacteria
(P/N), under many circumstances MOIactual instead may be
estimated based predominantly on numbers of phages, along
with time and volume considerations. At its simplest, par-
ticularly given lower bacterial concentrations (N), MOIactual

therefore can be approximated by P · k · t, where k is the
noted phage adsorption rate constant.

The previous statement (MOIactual approximated as Pkt)
may seem to contradict the standard understanding that
numbers of phage adsorptions are a function of both phage
and bacterial densities (approximated as NPkt). It does not
actually contradict this idea, however, and this is because for
considerations of phage therapy pharmacodynamics it is not
the absolute numbers of phage adsorptions (NPkt) that are
crucial toward understanding the potential for treatment
effectiveness but instead the numbers of phage adsorptions
relative to numbers of targeted bacteria (NPkt/N). Thus,
although raising concentrations of bacteria should increase
the absolute number of adsorptions, at best it will not change
the relative number of adsorptions.

What is important in calculating MOIactual instead is the
rate that individual bacteria become phage adsorbed (number
of adsorptions relative to number of targeted bacteria), and
this is rather than the rate at which populations of bacteria
become phage adsorbed (absolute number of adsorptions).
As the rate that individual bacteria become phage adsorbed
is dependent on phage titers rather than on bacterial num-
bers (as the latter for this calculation would be equal to 1
regardless of what bacterial concentrations might be, i.e.,
1Pkt), this has the effect of decreasing the relevance of
bacterial densities in MOIactual calculations. That is unless,
as noted, phage titers become somewhat reduced due to
adsorptions, in which case use P(1 - e-Nkt)/N instead of Pkt
to predict MOIactual.

We can gain a better appreciation of these various state-
ments by calculating bacterial half-lives as functions of
phage titers29,44,46,47 as well as phage half-lives as functions
of bacterial densities (Box 1 and Fig. 2).48–50 Note, though,
that the latter (phage half-lives) are not equivalent to the
concept from pharmacokinetics of phage half-lives as may be
measured upon phage introduction into blood.18 That is, what
is of concern here, at least in part, are half-lives describing
rates of loss of free phages as a function solely of rates of

Box 1. Calculating Half-Lives with Respect to Phage Adsorption

The not-phage-adsorbed half-life of a bacterium can be approximated as 1/kP, whereas the not-yet-adsorbed half-life of a
phage can be approximated as 1/kN. Here, k is the phage adsorption rate constant, P is phage titer, and N is bacterial
concentration. I tend to set k to 2.5 · 10-9 mL-1 min-1.43,51 Note, though, that actual half-lives in fact are 0.69-fold
smaller than this, where 0.69 = -ln(0.5) = ln(2). That is, ln(2)/kP and ln(2)/kN, respectively, are actual half-life
calculations whereas the simpler expressions presented at the start of this paragraph technically describe instead mean
free times. For our purposes, though, there is little meaningful difference between 1 and 0.69 and therefore between
mean free times and phage or bacterial half-lives, both as defined in terms of rates of phage adsorption. Feel free,
therefore, to use this mean free time simplification when predicting half-lives on your own.

For concentrations (per mL) of 109, 108, 107, 106, 105, 104, or 103, we have mean free times of 24 s (109), 4 min (108),
40 min (107), 7 h (106), 3 days (105), 4 weeks (104), and 9 months (103), respectively (or 17 s, 3 min, 28 min, 5 h,
2 days, 3 weeks, and 6 months, also respectively, for half-lives). Thus, if you have a more or less constant 107 phages
per millimeter with phage numbers substantially exceeding bacterial numbers, then half of the co-located, phage-
susceptible bacteria will be lost to phage adsorption every half or so hour, again given k equal to 2.5 · 10-9 mL-1

min-1. Similarly, if you have a constant 107 bacteria per milliliter, then half of the co-located phages to which those
bacteria are susceptible will be lost to adsorption also every half or so hour.

In short, neither individual phages will adsorb nor individual bacteria will be adsorbed very quickly given concentrations
of phages (determining bacterial survival) or of bacteria (determining free phage persistence) in the range of 106/mL
or less. As a result, in terms of calculating MOIactual, it really does not matter how many bacteria are present, unless
you have somewhat more than 106 bacteria per milliliter adsorbing phages, and even then phage numbers might be
boosted via either in situ phage replication or multiple phage dosing, resulting at least potentially in phage titers
remaining more or less consistent despite their ongoing absorption to bacteria. It also can be foolish to count on phage
titers that persist at densities of around 106/mL or fewer to eradicate targeted bacteria (e.g., Fig. 2). Even phage titers
persisting in a range of 107/mL we can predict will not result in especially rapid bacterial eradication, with this latter
point considered further after the heading of, ‘‘Inundative phage densities.’’

In addition, if very few bacteria are present, then even a large MOIinput of, say, 1000, might not result in all that rapid loss
of bacteria to phage adsorption. For example, starting with 103 bacteria per milliliter will mean that the associated
106 phages/mL (103 bacteria · 1000 phages bacteria-1 = 106 phages) will take about a quarter of a day to reduce
bacterial numbers only by about one half. Further, successful virion production by phage infection of only 103 bacteria
per milliliter is unlikely to have much of an impact on phage titers across treated environments, though such in situ
virion production still might have an impact over very short, for example, sub-millimeter distances, as such short
distances between bacteria might be found within cellular arrangements, microcolonies, and/or biofilms.29 In any case,
readers cannot have much appreciation of either phage or bacterial half-lives if dosing is indicated in publications as
just MOIs and particularly as just MOIinput in combination with ambiguous reporting of target-bacterium
concentrations.

How rapidly individual bacteria may be adsorbed by phages is, thus, a function especially of what phage titers have been
achieved in situ. The corollary is that without that measure, as too often can be either obscured or outright lacking in
phage therapy publications, there literally can be no understanding of how long it should take for targeted bacteria to
be adsorbed by treatment phages.

MOI, multiplicity of infection.
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phage adsorption to bacteria; however, in pharmacokinetics,
phage half-lives can be considered without reference to phage
adsorptions of bacteria at all, for example, such as phage
survival after application to a body lacking in targeted bacteria.

In any case, as one can see from the examples provided in
Box 1 as well from Figure 2, low densities—whether low
titers of phages or low bacterial concentrations—can result in
substantial delays in the phage impact on targeted bacteria or
targeted bacteria impact on phages. The overall result is that
MOIactual, unlike MOIinput, can be defined under various
circumstances, especially, for example, the biological control
of relatively low concentrations of bacteria such as those
contaminating foods, often without any reference to concen-
trations of treated bacteria.

Impact of bacterial ‘‘clustering’’

When bacteria exist as clonal clusters, such as cellular
arrangements or microcolonies, then the issue of just what an
MOI consists of becomes somewhat more complicated. First
is the question of the denominator for MOIinput calculations.
Is it individual bacteria or instead individual colony-forming
units, where the latter can consist of multiple rather than
individual bacteria?

Second is the issue of what multiple phage adsorptions
consist of. If those adsorptions are to individual, isolated bac-
teria, then it will be more than one phage adsorbing per bacte-
rium, but if the bacteria are found instead as clusters, then these
adsorptions can be to multiple cells, thus artificially inflating
with MOI measured burst sizes, that is, becoming per-cluster
phage production rather than per individual bacterium.16,52

A third issue is the rate that a randomly placed phage may
adsorb, which should simultaneously be faster to individual

clusters and slower to the individual bacteria making up
clusters.53,54 The latter is due to ‘‘shading’’ of bacteria from
adsorption by other bacteria making up the same cluster,
though with the clusters themselves still being larger targets
for phage adsorption than individual bacteria despite this
shading. For example, a cluster of two bacteria can have a
target size for adsorption of less than 2 but still greater than 1.

The result of clustering therefore should be positive effects
on bacterial survival across a bacterial population—at least
over the shorter term, that is, as independent of subsequent
phage replication53,54—and this may be seen even though a
given phage should be able to encounter a cluster of bacteria
with a higher likelihood than it will encounter an isolated
bacterium. See Abedon29,55,56 for further elaboration on the
vulnerability of bacterial clusters to phages and note also that
Eriksen et al.53 mistakenly accuse me54 of not understanding
the subtleties of the above arguments.

Lastly is the issue of clustering, resulting in non-identical
likelihoods of exposure of bacteria to phages, with some
being ‘‘shaded’’ by other bacteria whereas others are not or
less shaded. In this case, then even if clusters are separated
into individual bacteria before their enumeration, MOIactual

for some of those bacteria will be higher—those that had been
more likely to encounter phages—but lower for others (those
less likely to encounter phages).

More bacteria, more effective treatment paradox

If holding MOIinput constant, then the higher the concen-
tration of bacteria being targeted, the more likely that a phage
dose will exceed IPD, the latter a concept considered in detail
below. The result will be that when more bacteria are present,
all else held constant, then those bacteria should display
greater susceptibility to a given MOIinput than if fewer bac-
teria are present. That situation, though, is the opposite of
what one should expect in microbiology, where instead it is
generally assumed that the presence of fewer microorganisms
will be more conducive to their eradication by a given dose
of antimicrobial than the presence of greater numbers of
microorganisms.25

This contradiction comes about because by holding the
ratio of phages to bacteria constant, then more bacteria
will imply more phages and, because individual bacteria are
adsorbed at a rate that is dependent especially on phage
densities (Box 1 and above), the result should be faster loss
of individual bacteria to phage adsorption than if one started
with fewer bacteria, again if holding MOIinput constant.

Multiplicity of ‘‘well’’ or ‘‘area’’?

A yet additional issue can be found in association with
dosing that is described only on per-well bases (i.e., of
microtiter plates) or per-area bases (e.g., such as biofilm areas
found on large surfaces).28,29 Though this is not strictly
dosing in terms of MOIinput, it still involves dosing that is
based on ratios, and in a manner that can serve to obscure
what phage titers actually may be coming into contact with
targeted bacteria, unless those titers are explicitly described.
Particularly, it is impossible to back-calculate phage titers
from these dosing measures if volume information is not also
included. Contrast, for example, the per-areas-dosing method
described in Chibeu and Balamurugan,33 where phage titer,
in fact, is explicitly indicated.

FIG. 2. Calculating half-lives (in hours) as a function of
concentrations. Concentrations are in per milliliter units and
would be adsorbable bacteria for phage half-lives or adsorb-
ing phages for bacterial half-lives, assuming in both cases
that ‘‘lives’’ (bacteria or free phages) are lost at the point of
adsorption. In either case, concentrations of the adsorber
(phages for bacterial half-lives) or ‘‘adsorbee’’ (bacteria for
phage half-lives) are assumed to remain constant over time,
that is, at the values indicated. Shown as well are mean free
times ( = 1/kN or 1/kP; dotted line), though as presented
these nearly completely coincide with half-lives [ = ln(2)/kN
or ln(2)/kP (solid line)]. The adsorption rate constant, k, in
any case has been set to 2.5 · 10-9 mL-1 min-1 from Stent.51
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Poisson Distributions Can Be Your Friends

Unlike MOIinput, important to understanding the potential
for phages to therapeutically impact bacteria is the concept of
Poisson distributions.27,31,57 By way of introduction, note this
now third quotation from Benzer et al.,40 p. 114 (most italics
added), also from 1950:

Each bacterium does not receive exactly the same number of
infecting phage particles. Because of statistical fluctuations
some will have more, some less. This kind of fluctuation is
governed by the Poisson Law p(r) = nre-n/r!, which gives the
probability p(r) of r objects being present in a given sample,
when the average number of objects per sample is n.

For our purposes, especially n can be set equal to MOIactual.
MOIactual, in turn, can be viewed as having an upper limit that
is equal to MOIinput, the latter if unambiguously defined. That
is, should all phages adsorb, and MOIinput be defined as the
ratio of phages added to numbers of adsorbable bacteria
unequivocally present at the point of phage addition, then
MOIactual can equal MOIinput. Of course, all phages adsorbing
is not necessarily guaranteed (Box 1) and we have to assume
as well for this equivalency that neither bacterial nor free
phage numbers otherwise change over time, except as a
consequence of phage adsorptions.

To the extent that these various assumptions are moderately
well conformed to, then if we set r to zero—referring to the
fraction of bacteria that remain unadsorbed, that is, the zero-
adsorbed phage portion of a population of phage-exposed
bacteria—then p(r) is equal to simply e-n (Fig. 3) (Somewhat
equivalently, though describing instead unadsorbed phages, is
e-Nkt, above.). That equality, p(0) = e-n, as defining the fraction
of bacteria that are expected to be phage unadsorbed and
thereby presumably still viable, can be extremely useful to-
ward understanding either observed or anticipated outcomes of
phage treatments, particularly as performed in vitro.

Poisson distributions therefore ought to be viewed by
phage therapists as ‘‘friends,’’ and indeed see the quotation of
Adams1 found at the start of this article. Over the next two
sections I take a closer look at why exactly that is, along with
how to go about applying these calculations.

Some phage treatment predictive power

If, indeed, we are going to use MOIinput as a dosing mea-
sure, then we ought to take advantage of using this approach
statistically. Thus, for example, if our MOIinput were 10, then
we have an expectation—were all added phages to adsorb, no
phage-resistant bacteria were present, and with no substantial
replication of unadsorbed bacteria taking place—that the
fraction of bacteria remaining unadsorbed would be equal to
e-10. For example, this could be phage treatment of a rela-
tively mature, in vitro grown bacterial biofilm.28,36 If we go to
Excel�, this expression would be entered as EXP(-10),
which is equal to 4.5 · 10-5.

Thus, if there were 10 million (107) bacteria present to start
with, then at a minimum there would be 450 bacteria left
( = 107 · 4.5 · 10-5) after such treatment with an MOIinput of
10 phages, or a maximum of 99.995% bacteria killed. This
assumes again that all added phages adsorb (i.e., MOIinput =
MOIactual), that there are no phage-resistant bacteria, and that
bacteria are not otherwise replicating, but also that other phe-
nomena are not impacting bacterial numbers, such as immune
systems, antibiotics, or in situ increases in phage numbers.

Importantly, in terms of predictive power, if somewhat
more than 450 bacteria were to remain after phage treat-
ment, then we could assume that not all of the bacteria
targeted were either reached or otherwise affected by the
treatment phages. Alternatively, or in addition, treated bac-
teria may have been able to increase their numbers despite
phage presence, as could be the case were there bacterial
subpopulations that treatment phages were unable to pene-
trate to (Box 2). In other words, phage treatments, as based
on dosed phages alone, we would infer were not as effec-
tive as predicted if more than 450 bacteria were to survive
given phage application of 10 phages for every treated
bacterium.

If somewhat fewer than 450 bacteria remained after the
phage treatment, then we could assume that something other
than the direct action of the dosed phages was reducing the
presence of bacteria. For example, this could be the pre-
viously noted immune systems, antibiotics, or an increase in
the number of phages present over what were dosed due to
in situ phage replication. I personally find this sort of Poisson
distribution-based information to be quite useful in assessing
outcomes of published experiments.22,29,58

Estimating minimum phage requirements

Using Poisson distributions to forecast the impact of
phages on bacterial numbers, we can gain an appreciation of
how many phages are needed, at a minimum, to achieve
treatment success, assuming, of course, that all bacteria
killing is phage related. This again is based on e-n equaling
the fraction of bacteria that remain uninfected. Thus, for
example, if 109 phages are applied, and there are 108 bacteria
targeted, then we will expect that as many as 4500 bacteria
could remain alive ( = 108 · 4.5 · 10-5), and this is even if all
bacteria present are phage-sensitive (assuming again no

FIG. 3. The Poisson distribution and its simplification for
r = 0. Shown is how the equation p(0) = e-n is derived, that
is, by substituting r with 0, where anything raised to the
0th power is equal to 1 and 0!, that is, zero factorial, is also
equal to 1. Shown as well is how the resulting equation can
be rearranged to define n, that is, MOI, and particularly
n = MOIactual. This latter equation alternatively can be writ-
ten as n = ln[1/p(0)]. Most emphasis in this article is on
p(0) = e-n and the equivalent n = ln[1/p(0)].
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in situ phage replication as well as no in situ bacterial repli-
cation). However, this number ought to be compared with at
least two other measures.

The first is that it often is conservative to attempt to kill
bacteria many fold over,29 for example, aiming for, for
example, 10-3 surviving bacteria out of that starting 108

rather than the earlier calculated 4.5 · 10+3. That 10-3 in this
example would be a reduction in bacterial numbers of 1011-
fold (108/10-3), which would require instead an MOIactual

of about 25. This is calculated as ln(1011) or ln(1/10-11) or
-ln(10-11), etc.; that is, e-25 = 1.4 · 10-11& 10-11. See Figure 4
for illustration.

The second comparison should be to the number of bac-
teria remaining, after phage treatment, that can endure
phage exposure. That is, the number of phage-resistant bac-
teria, as those bacteria could very well dominate among the
bacteria surviving. Thus, if an excess of bacteria remain after
phage application—over what may be predicted based on

Poisson distributions—then it could be (1) that just resistant
or mostly just resistant bacteria have survived (Box 2), (2)
that not all bacteria could be reached by dosed phages
(as considered as well in Box 2 and see also Schrag and
Mittler59), or (3) that there was inadequate phage adsorption
due, for example, to not providing sufficient time (Box 1).

Especially the issue of providing sufficient time, in com-
bination with sufficient numbers of dosed phages, can be
considered using a concept that I call inundative phage
densities (IPDs).

Inundative Phage Densities

Simply because I believe that such a concept is useful, I have
defined a quantity that I call an IPD. This is sufficient phage
titers to result in the removal of some specified numbers of
bacteria over some reasonable span of time.18,27,54,60–62 If we
can determine how many bacteria are present initially, how

Box 2. Let’s Analyze Some Data

We can better appreciate the benefits of using Poisson distributions when we apply this framework to real data. Let us
consider, for example, the dose-response data provided by Chang et al.30 They delivered phage PEV31 to mouse lungs
that had been challenged with 2 · 104 CFU of Pseudomonas aeruginosa 2 h earlier. At the point of phage addition, the
total number of CFUs found in the mouse lungs was, on average, a bit less than 105 CFU, which we will call exactly
105 CFU for the sake of being conservative in our MOIinput estimations. Mice were dosed at this point, that is, 2 h after
bacterial challenge, with 7.5 · 104, 5 · 106, and 5 · 108 PFUs, which seems to have resulted in somewhat fewer phages
in the first group, for example, by about one fewer log as measured in sacrificed mice (which I speculate is due to
relatively fixed losses in numbers of phages that are somewhat independent of the amount of phages applied), but
about the same number of phages in the second and third groups. That discrepancy makes the next step a little difficult,
but let us say nevertheless—for the sake of ease of consideration—that for MOIinput we have values of 0.5, 50, and
5000, respectively. For example, 5 · 108/105 = 5 · 103 for the latter.

The next step is to calculate the number of bacteria that are expected to still be alive assuming that MOIactual & MOIinput.
From e-n we thus, respectively, have estimated log10 bacterial survival rates of -0.21 (or 0.6 in non-log units), -22
(or 10-22, i.e., effectively zero), and basically negative infinity (i.e., also effectively zero). Thus, for the three doses, we
expect bacterial survival rates in absolute terms, per lung, of not quite 105 CFU (though close to that number), zero,
and zero. Actual numbers of bacteria after 24 h, however, were 2.3 · 108 CFU (for the no-phage control), about
1.1 · 107 CFU for the lowest phage dosage, 6.5 · 106 CFU for the middle phage dosage, and 3.1 · 106 CFU for the
highest phage dose. All of these represent increases in the original pulmonary load, that is, by at least one log in each
case, and thereby not quite the ‘‘significant reduction in pulmonary bacterial load’’ described in this study’s abstract.
Thus, rather than decreases in CFUs as estimated quantitatively based on assumptions of Poisson distributions, instead
increases in CFUs were observed, as relative to the initial bacterial numbers,28 though slightly smaller increases in
CFUs with the higher phage doses.

We can infer from these observations that bacteria were able to replicate in situ despite phage treatments. As an
immediate following step, one therefore should be asking whether this ability of bacteria to continue to replicate was
due to bacterial evolution of phage resistance. In fact, such evolution was found to be the case, though fractions of
bacteria that were phage resistant after 24 h of phage treatment were not 100% but instead 30%, 74%, and 91%,
respectively, for the increasing phage doses. What does this suggest? First, clearly the treatment phages in all cases
failed to reach and/or otherwise kill all of the targeted bacteria, and those still phage-sensitive bacteria thereby appear
to have been able to replicate within what I will guess were phage-free microenvironments (see Appendix A1 for my
arguments against phenotypic resistance as an alternative explanation). Those microenvironments likely were found
either within the lumens of the treated mouse lungs or instead external to the lumen but still in association with the
mouse lungs. Second, the higher phage doses probably reduced the number of phage-free microenvironments, or
perhaps reduced the ability of bacteria to reach these phage-free microenvironments, resulting in greater fractions of
the bacteria that divided, after the start of phage treatment, being phage resistant when phage doses were higher. The
second inference, by the way, could be indicative of just how difficult it may be for phages applied into a lung to reach
all of the bacteria infecting that lung.

As a conclusion, clearly in this case the impact of phages on bacterial numbers, at least after 24 or so hours of treatment,
was substantially less than would be predicted assuming Poisson distributions of adsorptions by all treatment phages.
The differences, furthermore, I suspect were due to inefficiencies in phage penetration to targeted bacteria after dosing
into the murine lung. This, I should mention, is not an argument against the validity of Poisson distributions in
describing phage adsorption to bacteria, but instead that for Poisson distributions to be valid, then all bacteria found in
a phage-targeted population must be equally likely to become phage adsorbed. When Poisson distributions fail to
describe experimental results, in other words, that can be telling us something. See Appendix A2, along with
Appendix A1, for additional discussion of this study.

CFU, colony-forming units; PFUs, plaque-forming units.
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many bacteria we want to be present after treatments (at least
in terms of remaining phage-sensitive bacteria), and how
long we want treatments to last—assuming that phage
numbers do not increase over time and rates of bacterial
replication are slow relative to rates of phage impact—then it

is possible to define an IPD based on these values (Fig. 5),
plus considerations of total treated volumes and the phage
adsorption-rate constant (Box 3).

Of note, however, it is not unusual for reductions in
numbers of bacteria resulting from phage treatments to not
be precisely reported in publications. For example, see again
the appendix of Abedon.29

Why and why not bother to calculate IPDs

The importance of calculating an IPD (or number, IPN;
Box 3) is twofold. First, one should be able to predict whether
a given phage dose should be adequate for a given phage
therapy protocol, particularly absent any in situ phage rep-
lication and not just assuming 100% phage adsorption.
Providing fewer phages than this dose thus will guarantee that
more bacteria killing will need to occur in situ—to reach
desired levels of bacterial eradication—than would be sup-
plied over the allotted time by the applied phage dose alone.

Second, one can determine whether experimental results
meet expectations. If results exceed calculated predictions, then,
as suggested earlier, one can be fairly certain that more bacteria
killing is occurring than could have been directly mediated by
the original phage dose, for example, as a result of the occur-
rence of phage replication in situ or immune-system action, also
in situ. It is, of course, also possible to recognize when a given
treatment has failed to meet expectations (Box 2).

A problem, though, is that one does not necessarily know
all of the variables required to make any of these calculations,
particularly during real-world phage applications. What
phage titers then might be inherently inundative? A reason-
able general answer may be simply 108 phages/mL or more,19

with more needed if phage affinity for bacteria is low (such as
in situ), bacteria are relatively difficult for phages to reach
(e.g., Box 2), phages are relatively easily inactivated in situ
other than due to virion adsorption to bacteria, or if one
simply wants to be conservative in one’s dosing.

Dosing to IPDs, or with inundative phage numbers (IPNs)
(Box 3), should in any case be particularly necessary to the
extent that in situ phage population growth up to those num-
bers cannot be counted upon. Even more generally, the point of
this section, and previous sections starting with ‘‘Poisson
distributions can be your friends,’’ is that though models for
phage therapy can be highly complex,63–66 it is still possible to
gain useful information from relatively simple calculations.

Killing titers

A killing titer is the concentration of phages necessary,
assuming full adsorption, to reduce a not-growing bacterial
population to some specific fraction of unadsorbed cells.67 This is
something that I have previously extolled as relevant to phage
therapy for its predictive value.26,27,29,31,57,68,69 Killing titer cal-
culations are also based on Poisson distributions, but working
from the fraction of bacteria surviving ( = e-n) to the responsible
phage titer instead of starting with a given phage titer and then
calculating expected bacterial survival ( = e-n). Thus, when I have
pointed out the utility of killing titer calculations elsewhere, this
has been just a different way of stating that Poisson distributions
again can be used predictively in a phage therapy context.

Note, though not emphasized here, that the rest of the Poisson
distribution, besides just the zero-adsorption calculation, can
be relevant as well to the study of phage biology (Box 4).31,57

FIG. 4. Impact of MOIactual on bacterial survival. As-
sumed is that neither bacteria nor phages are replicating and
that bacterial survival is entirely a function of remaining not
phage adsorbed. Note that the number of bacteria surviving
will be greater to the extent that MOIinput is employed rather
than MOIactual and phage adsorption is less than 100%. The
y access is calculated simply as e-n where n is MOIactual.
These calculations otherwise are independent of phage or
bacterial densities, as well as the phage adsorption rate
constant and time, except to the extent that those values
contribute to the magnitude of the indicated MOIactual.

FIG. 5. Defining a minimum inundative phage density
(IPDmin). Shown is the simpler of the two formulae (Box 3),
which assumes that titers of free phages remain constant over
time despite adsorbing bacteria (alternatively, see the second
equation, also in Box 3). This is a minimum number because
it assumes ideal circumstances, such as that all bacteria are
equally accessible to all phages. Variables refer to environ-
mental volume (V), starting concentrations of bacteria (N0,
and which in combination with volume gives the starting
number of bacteria), ending number of unadsorbed bacteria
(NF), the phage adsorption rate constant (k), and the total
time over which phage adsorption occurs (t).
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Box 3. Calculating an Inundative Phage Density or Inundative Phage Number

If we assume a constant phage density, then a minimum inundative phage density (IPDmin) can be defined as,

IPDmin ¼ ln V � N0=NFð Þ=kt, (1)

where N0 is the starting concentration of bacteria, V is the volume in which phages are impacting bacteria, NF is the
end number of bacteria (not concentration, but still as found over the entire volume), k is the adsorption rate constant,
and t is the time over which you want this reduction in numbers of bacteria to occur. Note that the equation
alternatively could be written as IPDmin = -ln(NF/V$N0)/kt (i.e., see Fig. 3). This is based on the minimum bactericidal
concentration, of phages, calculation from Abedon.17

If there were 106 bacteria per milliliter in a 10 mL volume, then that would be 107 bacteria in total. If the goal is to reduce
that number down to, for example, a total of 10 bacteria over 100 min, then this would require an MOIactual of
13.8, as is equal to ln(107/10) = ln(V$N0/NF). Assuming a constant phage titer, that would require, per Equation (1),
about 5.5 · 107 phages/mL = IPDmin with k here defined, as in Box 1, as 2.5 · 10-9 mL-1 min-1. That is,
5.5 · 107 = 13.8/(2.5 · 10-9 · 100).

The Equation (1) calculation can become less realistic at higher bacterial densities, as rates of phage adsorption increase
to a point that phage numbers are substantially reduced over short time frames (again, as considered in Box 1). This in
essence is the opposite of the problem of how MOIinput increasingly fails to approximate MOIactual at increasingly
lower concentrations of target bacteria.25 That is, here it is associated with substantial phage adsorption rather than too
little. A calculation allowing for phage adsorption, holding numbers of adsorbable bacteria constant over time, is
however easily generated as a modification of Equation (1). Thus,

IPDmin ¼ N0�ln V � N0=NFð Þ=(1 � e�N0kt), (2)

which for the same numbers as above is equal instead to 6.2 · 107 = IPDmin, or not much different in this example from
the calculated 5.5 · 107 phages/mL delivered by Equation (1). Again, see Abedon17 for more details.

If we change N0 to 108 bacteria per milliliter, then the Equation (2) calculated IPDmin instead would be 1.8 · 109

phages/mL. By contrast, by Equation (1) the IPDmin value for N0 = 108 bacteria per milliliter would be a presumably
unrealistically low 7.4 · 107 phages/mL, with the difference owing to the assumption for Equation (1) that phage
numbers do not decline despite ongoing phage adsorption to bacteria. That is, with Equation (1) free phage adsorption
with free phage replacement is assumed whereas with Equation (2) free phage numbers do decline with phage
adsorption (still assumed, though, is no phage replication nor replication of unadsorbed bacteria).

Unfortunately, it is difficult to modify these calculations to consider spatially structured environments such as biofilms.
In part, this is because volumes overlying biofilms can range from very tiny to effectively infinite,28 which renders the
‘‘density’’ aspect of IPD irrelevant. What becomes relevant instead are total numbers of phages (PT or IPN, as
considered below), total numbers of targeted bacteria (NT), the extent to which the added phages adsorb, and the
degree to which phages can reach individual bacteria. Notwithstanding these issues, and assuming that all phages can
reach and then adsorb all bacteria easily, then we can revert to considerations of straight Poisson distributions, that is,
as covered in the main text (after the heading, ‘‘Poisson can be your friends’’). Thus, reducing total numbers of biofilm
bacteria from 107 down to 10 would again require an MOIactual of 13.8 (see, e.g., Fig. 4), which would require a total
of 1.38 · 108 phages (i.e., 13.8 · 107), or what instead could be, for example, 1.38 · 107 phages/mL distributed over
10 mL.

The latter, a minimum inundative phage number (IPNmin), is smaller than that calculated using Equation (2),
which instead is 10 mL · 6.2 · 107 phages/mL. This is because all of the phages in the calculation yielding
IPNmin = 1.38 · 108 phages, where that calculation basically is,

IPNmin ¼ ln NT=NFð Þ�NT, (3)

are assumed to adsorb. With Equation (2), by contrast, only 22% of phages will have adsorbed over 100 min, and 1.38/
0.22 with rounding error is about 6.2. This is 1.38 · 108 phages/mL for IPNmin distributed over 10 mL versus 6.2 · 108

phages/mL for IPDmin also distributed over 10 mL via the Equation (2) calculation. Of course, if a lower fraction of
phages adsorb in either example, then higher phage titers will be required to achieve the same amount of killing of
bacteria as based on adsorption by the originally dosed phages.

In summary, there exists overall a phage density (a titer, i.e., an IPD) or instead an absolute number of phages (an IPN)
that are minimally required to reduce some starting number of bacteria (NT = V$N0) to some desired ending or final
number of bacteria (NF), which in the case of IPD is over some desired interval of time (t). This minimum phage
quantity in many cases may be relatively easily approximated. Generally, especially as seen using Equations (2) and
(3), the number of phages required (IPD or IPN) also will be somewhat in excess of the number of bacteria targeted,
and this is both because it takes time for phages to adsorb and, statistically, many more phage adsorptions are required
to infect most or all bacteria than there are bacteria, that is, due to phage adsorptions occurring over Poisson
distributions. Note, by the way, that as with Equation (3), if we set t to infinity with Equation (2), then we can
rearrange such that the fraction of bacteria not adsorbed (NF/NT or NF/V$N0) is equal to e-n, where n is MOIactual, that
is, as equivalent to IPNmin/N0 or IPDmin/N0. This explicitly is the calculation considered in Box 2, where 100% phage
adsorption is implicitly assumed. That is, all of these calculations are based on an assumption that phage populations
adsorb bacterial populations Poissonally.

IPD, inundative phage density; IPN, inundative phage number.
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Clearance thresholds are not IPDs

A clearance threshold,71,72 which also can be labeled as a
minimum inundative dose, minimum inundatory dose, or
inundation threshold,71–73 is that constant phage titer neces-
sary to prevent the growth of a bacterial population. This
prevention specifically occurs via phages adsorbing newly
arising bacteria as fast as those new bacteria appear in the
course of cell division. This threshold also could be described
as sufficient to achieve ‘‘Control’’ of bacterial growth.28

Exceeding that number of phages, again holding phage
concentrations constant, should be sufficient to eliminate a
bacterial population. Barely exceeding a clearance threshold,
however, is unlikely to achieve relatively rapid or timely
bacterial eradication.

An IPD instead, and by definition, will achieve—whatever
the associated titer might be—relatively rapid or at least
timely bacterial eradication, that is, by adsorbing and then
killing bacteria much faster than those bacteria can replicate.
IPDs thus represent sufficiently bactericidal phage concen-
trations and this is rather than phage concentrations that are
not quite sufficient to eradicate targeted bacteria, that is, as
represented instead by clearance thresholds.17 In other
words—though not directly comparable as one assumes a
lack of bacterial division while the other requires bacterial
division—in terms of the phage titers involved, IPDs as a
phage dosing strategy against a given bacterial popula-
tion can involve somewhat greater titers than clearance
thresholds.

Conclusions

My background is neither in clinical nor even preclinical
phage therapy, but rather in the study of phage evolutionary
and organismal ecologies.74–79 I will strongly suggest,
though, that a combined knowledge of phage biology and
phage ecology can go a long way toward appreciating the
subtleties of phage therapy pharmacodynamics,16,17 partic-
ularly as suggested by the results presented in many phage
therapy-type publications.

From becoming familiar with a substantial number of these
publications,9,29,36,62,80 my general observations have been

that in many cases the presented research could benefit from a
better understanding and documentation of phage therapy
pharmacodynamics, while the readers of these studies could
benefit from the inclusion of fuller descriptions of the
methods employed. Particularly for the latter, this is in terms
of what phage titers have been both applied and achieved.
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Appendix

Appendix A1. What About Phenotypic Resistance?

In Box 2, I suggest that bacterial survival and replication
in the Chang et al.A1 experiment, despite phage presence,
could have been due to bacteria inhabiting microenviron-
ments within mouse lungs that treatment phages for whatever
reason were less able to reach. This I suggested because not
all bacterial survival in the described experiment was due to
the evolution of phage resistance. An alternative explanation
would be that phages were able to reach all bacteria but some
of those bacteria were not susceptible to phage infection
despite being genotypically sensitive. This might be consid-
ered as the phage equivalent of antibiotic toleranceA2,A3 but is
called instead phenotypic resistance.A4,A5 In this appendix,
I argue against phenotypic resistance being responsible for
the bulk of survival and the subsequent replication of phage-
sensitive bacteria in the presence of phages, though I concede
that my arguments do not represent absolute proof against
that possibility.

The most substantive argument against phenotypic resis-
tance playing important roles in the outcome of the Chang
et al.A1 experiment is the sheer scale of bacterial replication
and survival in the presence of phages. Specifically, if we
consider just those bacteria that were shown to be phage-
sensitive at the end of experiments (1 - 0.30, 1 - 0.74, and
1 - 0.91, i.e., as from Box 2), then for the 0.5, 50, and 5000
MOIinput dosings, the increase in the number of bacteria from
105 CFUs (colony-forming units) was 76.0 · 105, 15.9 · 105,
and 1.8 · 105 CFUs, respectively, which are 77-, 15.9-, and
2.8-fold total increases in phage-sensitive bacteria relative to
starting numbers of bacteria.

Unless a substantial majority of the bacteria initially ex-
posed to phages displayed phenotypic resistance after only
2 h of incubation in the lung—which, if so, might represent a
strong argument against using this particular phage for phage
therapy purposes against this particular bacterial strain—then
it would suggest that a somewhat smaller subset of bacteria
were present during these experiments that were able to go
through numerous rounds of replication, producing a sub-
stantial number of daughter bacteria that were able to survive
despite their ongoing exposure to phages. This ultimately
resulted in the generation of more phage-sensitive bacteria
than were found at the start of experiments (> or >>105 CFU),
despite an ongoing direct presence of phages, but starting
with only a fraction of the original bacterial dose displaying
phenotypic resistance (< or <<105 CFU). This is a scenario,
frankly, that just does not seem as though it would be highly
likely.

The second argument is that these otherwise phage-
sensitive bacteria, despite displaying an ongoing ability to
replicate in the presence of phages, were found to lose that
property once removed from the lung and propagated.
Although it is possible that bacteria existing within relatively
mature biofilms might, indeed, exhibit that property, that is,
becoming phage susceptible only once they have been
released from biofilms, it is important to keep in mind again

that phages were applied only 2 h after bacteria. This,
therefore, would seem to be a less valid explanation for the
increases in numbers of phage-sensitive bacteria over time,
as requiring fairly rapid development of phage-insusceptible
biofilms rather than that phages were just not physically
reaching a certain subset of bacteria in the lungs. Again,
though, it is conceivable that the bacteria targeted were simply
highly prone to displaying phenotypic resistance against the
phage type employed within the lung environment.

The third argument is based on the number of phages in-
volved, especially at the higher dose. The titer of this highest
initial phage dose appears to have been 5 · 108/0.025 or
2 · 1010 phages/mL (i.e., as suspended in an initial 25 lL).
That is, unless the phenotypic resistance involved complete
avoidance of phage adsorption, or instead only partial
avoidance but in combination with a phage that was inher-
ently an extremely slow adsorber, then it is difficult to con-
clude that phages were readily reaching bacteria that,
nonetheless, were not only substantially resisting phage ad-
sorption but also producing numerous daughter cells that
continued to resist phage adsorption. We might instead pro-
pose that phenotypic resistance and the bulk of associated
bacterial replication occurred particularly among subpopu-
lations of bacteria that were exposed to only relatively few of
these dosed phages, thereby increasing the plausibility of
ongoing avoidance of adsorption, except that this explanation
is little different from the argument that phages may have
been limited in their ability to penetrate to all bacteria found
within the mouse lungs.

I am more than willing to consider combining these two
mechanisms, with incomplete phage penetration early during
experiments allowing for pockets (microenvironments) of
bacterial replication that were then collectively able to dis-
play phenotypic resistance to phages later during experi-
ments, for example as bacterial biofilms. This would be even
as lower-titer phage doses replicated to higher titers, thereby
allowing, as time went on, presumably better phage pene-
tration into the mouse lung. In other words, with higher
starting phage titers, bacteria could have been more readily
reached before their development of substantial display of
phenotypic resistance; however, with lower starting titers, the
same degree of penetration ultimately may have also been
attained—as even higher phage numbers were reached than
with the higher starting phage dose—but mostly only after
substantial phenotypic resistance had been achieved.

Thus, though I agree that these arguments are not foolproof
against the existence of phenotypic resistance as a substantial
driver of the survival and replication of phage-sensitive
bacteria in these experiments, and certainly I am not hostile
to the existence of phenotype resistance during the experi-
ment altogether, I do not think that proof for a strong role
of phenotypic resistance in explaining experimental out-
comes exists either. On the other hand, the existence of that
uncertainty does suggest a utility to ruling in or out either
phenotypic resistance or poor phage penetration to other-
wise phage-sensitive bacteria toward explaining lower than
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expected phage-mediated antibacterial efficacy. I concede,
though, that achieving such certainty in the course of animal
experiments may not be trivial.

Appendix A2. In Situ Phage Host-Range Evolution?

Further continuing the discussion from Box 2 of the Chang
et al.A1 experiment, note that it alternatively is possible that
phage host-range mutants were present over the course of
treatments. These could have allowed the infection of bac-
teria that are resistant to the wild-type treatment phage. If
present at all, then these phage mutants should have been
more prevalent in absolute terms with the higher phage dose,
that is, present at *10,000-times greater numbers than in the
lower phage dose.A1 The presence of such phage mutants
might have modified outcomes, favoring the higher doses
over the lower doses, that is, rather than higher phage doses
allowing greater penetration within the mouse lungs to tar-
geted bacteria (Box 2) or instead more effective overcoming
of bacterial phenotypic resistance (Appendix A1). There are,
however, two arguments against these otherwise hypothetical
phage host-range mutant phages having much of an impact
on the experimental results observed.

First, there were more rather than fewer phage-resistant
bacteria present, at least as a fraction, with the higher versus
lower phage dose at the end of the experiment. That is, if the
presence of greater numbers of phage host-range mutants were
to result in fewer surviving bacteria overall, then this impact
should have been seen especially in terms of reductions in
numbers of bacteria that were resistant to the wild-type phage.

In fact, we can calculate that number as 0.91 (resistant
bacteria/total bacteria) · 3.1 · 106 (total bacteria), or about
2.8 · 106 phage-resistant bacteria remaining at the end of the
higher-dose treatment. For the lowest phage dose, by
contrast, the calculation instead is 0.30 · 1.1 · 107 =
3.3 · 106 phage-resistant bacteria, or nearly identical to the
higher-dose result; however, with the middle dosage, the
same calculation yields 4.8 · 106 phage-resistant bacteria,
which is greater than for both the lower and higher phage
dose treatments (all starting numbers are as found in Box 2).
We also can guess that for the untreated infections, phage-
resistant bacteria were probably many orders of magnitude
lower in number than after phage treatments. In other words,
it is difficult to see much difference that phage host-range
mutants, at least as found at the beginning of experiments,
might have had in determining the prevalence, at the end of
experiments, of bacteria that are resistant to the wild-type
treatment phage.

Second, the fact that a large fraction of phage-sensitive
bacteria persisted and even replicated despite phage
treatment—bacteria which I propose in Box 2 the dosed pha-
ges may have been unable to physically reach (though see also
Appendix A1)—suggests that it is unlikely that hypothetical
phage host-range mutants could have been able also to have

much impact on the phage-resistant bacterial population. That
is, if the treated lungs are, indeed, difficult for phages to move
freely about in, or phage-sensitive bacteria otherwise were
difficult for phages to infect (Appendix A1), even by 5 · 108

PFU (plaque-forming unit) of wild-type phages as seen with
the highest phage dose, then it seems unlikely that many orders
of magnitude fewer host-range mutant phagesA6–A9 would be
any more able also to reach and eliminate the phage-resistant
bacteria. This more generally is why it probably is unlikely that
in situ phage host-range evolution will tend to have much of an
impact on phage therapy success, at least over typical treat-
ment time scales and given treatment of spatially structured
environments.A10

Thus, phage host-range evolution, even had it occurred,
and something that Bono et al.A11 describe as only a ‘‘sup-
posed benefit’’ of phage therapy (emphasis added), may have
had, at best, limited influence on overall phage impacts on
targeted bacteria in the Chang et al.A1 experiment.
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